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Substantial advances have been made in
recent years in the understanding of the
genetic basis of behavior in “simpler” organisms, especially the mouse and the
fruit fly Drosophila. The authors examine
the degree of similarity between the genetic underpinnings of psychiatric illness
and genetic influences on behavior in such
simpler organisms. Six topics are reviewed:
1) the extent of natural genetic variation,
2) the multigenic nature of natural variation, 3) the impact of individual genes on
multiple traits, 4) gene-environment interactions, 5) genetic effects on the environment, and 6) gene-by-sex interactions. The
results suggest that the pattern of results
emerging in psychiatric genetics is generally consistent with the findings of behavioral genetics in simpler organisms. Across

the animal kingdom, individual differences in behavior are nearly always influenced by genetic factors which, in turn,
result from a substantial number of individual genes, each with a small effect.
Nearly all genes that affect behavior influence multiple phenotypes. The impact of
individual genes can be substantially modified by other genes and/or by environmental experiences. Many animals alter
their environment, and the nature of that
alteration is influenced by genes. For some
behaviors, the pathway from genes to behavior differs meaningfully in males and
females. With respect to the broad patterns of genetic influences on behavior,
Homo sapiens appears to be typical of
other animal species.

(Am J Psychiatry 2006; 163:1683–1694)

I

n his work on “The Descent of Man,” Darwin (1) strove
to demonstrate the degree of continuity that existed between humans and other animals from which he sought to
argue that “man is the modified descendent of some preexisting form.” Of the seven chapters of his book, three
were devoted to the similarities of the psychological and
behavioral traits of humans and “simpler” organisms.
This essay also seeks to examine the degree of continuity between humans and nonhuman animals with respect
to psychological or behavioral traits. Our focus, however,
differs from that of Darwin. Building on recent advances
in both psychiatric and animal behavior genetics, our aim
is to examine the degree of similarity in the genetic underpinnings of psychiatric illness and genetic influences on
behavior in other, simpler organisms.
In short, we attempt to answer the following question:
How similar, in broad outline, are the findings emerging in
psychiatric genetics and the genetics of behavior in simpler organisms?
Discontinuities certainly exist between the human
mental and behavioral dysfunctions that constitute psychiatric illness and the well-studied behaviors of simpler
organisms. Nonetheless, as suggested by Darwin, there is
potentially sufficient cross-species commonality of mechanisms that a comparison of findings will be useful. Our
review will focus on, but is not limited to, behavior genetic

studies of the mouse and the fruit fly Drosophila, since
these two species have been the most intensively studied.
Traditionally, two distinct approaches have been taken
with regard to behavior genetics in simpler organisms: the
measurement and manipulation of naturally occurring
variation in laboratory or wild strains, and the isolation
and study of newly induced mutations. The former assesses the extent of the typically mild mutational variation
that survives in nature and exerts effects on behavior. Such
studies are analogous to our investigations of psychiatric
disorders in human populations. The latter—which has no
parallel in human research—identifies genes and mechanisms subserving particular behaviors by producing more
drastic genetic lesions than would typically survive the rigors of selection in natural populations. Both methods can
clarify how genetic variation contributes to behavior.
However, a synthesis between the two, made possible by
recent advances in molecular biology, holds the most
promise for a deeper understanding of the relationship
between genes and behavior.
For this essay, we identified six areas of research in psychiatric genetics where the broad pattern of results is beginning to be clear. After outlining briefly these findings,
we then review what has been learned about this question
in genetic studies of behavior in simpler organisms. Each
of these “mini-reviews” is meant to be illustrative and not
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exhaustive (we do not, for example, attempt to review the
genetics of mental retardation or dementia). We then examine two important areas where the findings in psychiatric genetics are too scant to permit any broad conclusions.
In each of these, clear findings are emerging in behavioral
genetic studies of simpler organisms that might foreshadow results that will be found in psychiatric disorders.

Extent of Natural Genetic Variation
Psychiatric Disorders in Humans
Genetic risk factors have been found for every psychiatric condition that has been seriously studied (2, 3). For
most disorders, evidence for genetic risk factors has been
replicated using the same research design (most commonly twin studies) and for some disorders replicated
across twin and adoption designs. Significant genetic influences have also been found for more “normative” human traits such as personality (4) that are also important
risk factors for psychiatric illness (5). Heritability—the
proportion of individual differences in liability to illness
that results from genetic differences between individuals
in a particular population—appears to vary meaningfully
between psychiatric disorders, with relatively consistent
results across studies: from 20% to 30% for most anxiety
disorders (6), 30%–40% for major depression (7), 50%–60%
for alcoholism (8, 9), and 80% or higher for schizophrenia,
bipolar illness, and autism (10–12).

Behavior in Simpler Organisms
Considerable genetic variation influencing behavior appears to exist for nearly all traits, in all populations, in all
species. Heritability can be estimated in several different
ways in animal populations. Like twin or adoption studies
in humans, these studies do not provide information
about the action of specific genes at a biological level but
rather estimate statistically the aggregate effects of all
genes distributed across the genome within the specific
population under study.
Mousseau and Roff reviewed heritability estimates for a
variety of traits derived largely from parent-offspring correlations, first from Drosophila (13) and then from 75
other invertebrate and vertebrate species (14). Of these
traits, 38 from Drosophila and 105 from the other organisms were behavioral. Considerable variation in the heritability of individual traits was found with the 25th, 50th,
and 75th percentiles estimated to be 12%, 25%, and 43%,
respectively. In a more recent review of 57 studies of animal behavior, Meffert et al. report the mean heritability to
be equal to 38% (14a).
Another approach to assessing genetic variation in simpler organisms draws on the ancient strategy of selective
breeding. Artificial selection experiments have been conducted by farmers and animal breeders for millennia, and
virtually any trait seems to respond. Selection studies de-
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pend on the preexistence of genetic variation in the population undergoing selection, thereby providing an assay
for the level of existing natural variation.
How extensive is natural genetic variation so assessed?
The question has been concisely answered by the population geneticist Lewontin (15): “There appears to be no
character—morphogenetic, behavioral, physiological, or
cytological—that cannot be selected in Drosophila.” He
cited the fruit fly simply because more selection experiments had been conducted on it than any other animal,
but the conclusion applies equally well to the mouse and
other species. Traits responding to selection include phototaxis (movement toward light), geotaxis (movement in
response to gravity), circadian rhythms, courtship behavior (a stereotypical, innate behavior in the fruit fly), and
learning ability (reviewed by Greenspan [16]). Selection
studies in rodents have revealed intrinsic genetic variation
for an equally wide range of behaviors, including maze
learning (17), aggression (18), ethanol preference (19) and
withdrawal (20), anxiety (21), and response to stress (22).
In summary, as with psychiatric disorders, individual
differences in virtually all behavioral traits examined in
simpler organisms are influenced by genetic factors. Heritability estimates both for psychiatric disorders in humans
and behaviors in lower organisms vary widely, although
most traits appear to fall in the range of 10%–50% for the
population tested.

The Multigenic Nature of Natural
Variation
Psychiatric Disorders in Humans
Although twin and adoption studies provide strong evidence for the existence of aggregate genetic effects for psychiatric disorders, several lines of evidence suggest that
these effects are the result of multiple genes, each of small
to modest effect. First, individual genes that strongly influence a phenotype produce a characteristic pattern of illness in pedigrees (e.g., autosomal dominant, sex-linked recessive, etc.). Despite efforts by many researchers to find
pedigrees in which psychiatric disorders segregate like
classic or “Mendelian” traits, these efforts have to date
been largely unsuccessful. Second, linkage studies can
“sweep” the human genome looking for genomic regions
that impact strongly on disease risk. In such studies, genes
of large effect size have a typical “signature,” which has not
been found to date in any of the psychiatric disorders studied by linkage including schizophrenia, bipolar illness,
panic disorder, or eating disorders. Third, a recent careful
meta-analysis of 20 genome scans for schizophrenia suggests that at least 10 genomic regions are likely to contain
susceptibility genes (23). In addition, current evidence of
bipolar disorder, the next most studied psychiatric disorder by linkage scans, also suggests multiple loci (24, 24a).
Am J Psychiatry 163:10, October 2006
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Behavior in Simpler Organisms
Much has been learned about the number and effect
size of the genes that influence behavior in simpler organisms. Most of these advances come from the application of
linkage methods to the study of naturally occurring genetic variation. In linkage analysis of psychiatric disorders,
the focus is typically on diseases. However, in animal linkage studies a quantitative behavior (such as motor activity
or emotionality) is more commonly used. Genes that influence such traits are called “quantitative trait loci” or
QTLs. In QTL analysis, a phenotypic difference between
two strains is mapped against an extensive set of genetic
markers that also differ between them, and chromosomal
regions mediating significant effects are mapped. The
power of QTL analysis in simpler organisms often substantially exceeds that available in humans because of the
possibility of designing specific crosses to provide maximal linkage information.
Flint has thoroughly reviewed the literature on QTL
studies of behavior in rodents, with the most commonly
studied traits being circadian rhythm, drug preference or
response, emotionality, motor activity, and learning (21).
He concludes that such behaviors are typically influenced
by many genes of small effect. While an accurate estimation of the number of QTLs involved is problematic (and
available estimates are likely to be too low), current evidence suggests that most behavioral traits in rodents are
influenced by six to 24 QTLs.
In QTL studies, effect size is typically measured as the
proportion of variance in the trait that results from variance at the particular QTL. (The available effect sizes are
probably overestimates, since large effect genes are the
ones to be first detected.) Flint concludes that—while
there are exceptions—most behavioral traits are influenced by genes that account for 10% or less of the total
phenotypic variance. More typically, detected genes have
effect sizes of less than 5%.
In a recent, thorough QTL analysis of five anxiety-related measures in the mouse, Henderson et al. (25) found
a total of 17 QTLs across all the traits and typically four to
six per individual measure. While over half of the 17 loci
discovered accounted for less than 1% of phenotypic variance, at least one QTL accounting for 5% of total variation
was found for each of the five measures. Using a different
technical approach (chromosomal substitution strains),
Singer et al. (26) confirmed the presence of multiple loci
influencing models of anxiety in mice. In a recent genome-wide association study in genetically heterogeneous mice, Valdar et al. (26a) examined seven behavioral
phenotypes divisible into 21 more specific measures. Using a plausible statistical model, they detected a mean of
nine QTLs per measure. On average, these QTLs individually accounted for 2.1% of the variation in these behaviors.
Fewer QTL studies of behavioral traits have been conducted in other organisms (27). Two recent examples explored variation in a key feature of the courtship song of
Am J Psychiatry 163:10, October 2006

Drosophila—the mean interpulse interval—and reported
results similar to those found for behaviors in the rodent,
i.e., multiple QTLs each accounting for 3%–10% of the
phenotypic variance (28, 29).
A different approach toward identifying genes involved
in behavioral traits in simpler organisms has come with the
advent of DNA microarray technology. With these methods, it is possible to directly examine differences in expressed levels of mRNA between strains selected for behavioral differences. This approach does not directly
measure the number of allelic differences giving rise to the
behavioral difference. Instead, it reveals the set of genes
whose expression is changed as a result of those allelic differences. These two sets of allelic differences are surely
overlapping, but not likely to be identical. This method
was, for example, applied to Drosophila strains selected for
differences in geotaxis and found approximately 250 genes
whose expression differed in the two selected lines (30).
The number of individual genes influencing a behavioral trait can also be estimated from surveying experimental studies of individual genes. Such studies are carried out with induced mutations (e.g., “knockouts”) or
genetically engineered strains (transgenics) in which expression of the gene is altered. While not designed as a direct measure of the number of loci involved, these studies
can provide a different sort of sampling than that obtained
from more directed gene searches. Furthermore, such a
list, if complete, will be considerably larger than that obtained from QTL studies, since many of the genes so identified would not have trait-relevant variations in natural
populations. Although far from complete, recent surveys
have enumerated 33 genes identified since 1995 that influence aggressive behavior in the male mouse (31) and 14
loci from mutations that altered odor-guided behavior in
Drosophila (32).
Combining these two approaches may provide the most
complete picture of the multigenic foundations for behavior. In a comprehensive study of genes affecting long-term
memory in Drosophila, Dubnau et al. (33) combined a
large-scale mutation screen with an analysis of gene expression patterns. The mutant screen identified 60 new
mutants that are selectively defective in long-term memory, and in parallel, the DNA microarray analysis identified
42 genes expressed in the brains of flies under conditions
that produce long-term memory. Both sets of genes run the
gamut of biological functions—transcription, translation,
signal transduction, cytoskeleton, and metabolism.
How far down the phylogenetic scale of complexity does
the multigenic influence over behavior extend? In the
nematode C. elegans—which contains only 302 neurons—
mutations in over 100 different genes impair locomotion
while mutations in at least 18 genes are involved in the response to light touch (34). Many genes appear to be able to
influence behaviors in even the simplest organisms.
In summary, three distinct methods—QTL linkage analysis, examination of knockout and transgenic animals,
ajp.psychiatryonline.org
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and comparison of expression arrays in selected lines—all
suggest that in simpler organisms most behavioral traits
are influenced by a relatively large number of genes. Variants in these genes that exist in natural populations tend
to have modest effects on the phenotype.

The Impact of Individual Genes on
Multiple Traits
Psychiatric Genetics in Humans
In twin and adoption studies, genetic risk factors are often not specific for individual psychiatric or drug abuse
conditions but rather influence liability for a range of disorders. One recent large-scale twin study of seven psychiatric and substance use disorders found one common genetic risk factor that increased risk for drug abuse, alcohol
dependence, antisocial personality disorder, and conduct
disorder and a second common genetic factor influencing
liability to major depression, generalized anxiety disorder,
and phobia (35). Other twin studies have also found evidence for genetic factors that have an impact on risk for
multiple disorders (e.g., references 36–38). This relationship is often quantified by a statistic called the “genetic
correlation,” which reflects the degree of overlap of the genetic risk factors for two traits or disorders.
Using the methods of linkage and association, evidence
has also accumulated for genomic regions or individual
genes that convey risk to more than one disorder. A number of overlapping positive regions in linkage genome
scans for bipolar illness and schizophrenia have led some
to argue that this reflects shared genes between these two
disorders (39). A pair of overlapping genes on chromosome 13q (termed G30 and G72) may be associated with
risk for both schizophrenia and bipolar illness (40). Claims
have been made that several functional candidate genes
(e.g., serotonin transporter, dopamine transporter, D2 receptor) are associated with a wide range of psychiatric disorders and/or psychiatrically relevant traits (41, 42).

Behavior in Simpler Organisms
Thirty years of analyzing genes affecting behavior in
mice, fruit flies, and nematodes have consistently supported the contention that genes influencing behavior are
pleiotropic—that is, they affect more than one trait (43,
44). In studies most closely analogous to human investigations, genetic correlations can be calculated between two
traits when both are studied in animals that are genetically
related to one another—such as parents and offspring or
siblings. Reviewing such studies, Roff (45) found reports
on 166 genetic correlations between behaviors from six
different animal species. The mean and median absolute
value of these genetic correlations were +0.59 and +0.56,
respectively, indicating that most of the examined pairs of
behaviors were substantially influenced by common sets
of genes.
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A second approach to studying pleiotropy is through selection studies. Over and over again, studies have found
that, in selecting for one trait, changes are also seen in
other traits. While some of these results will not always be
due to pleiotropy (selection can carry along linked variants at other loci that affect the different phenotypes),
when suitably analyzed, such correlated traits are often
found to arise from pleiotropic effects. For example, flies
selected for geotaxis preference also displayed increased
behavioral stereotypy (46), altered egg-laying behavior
(47), and altered mating preference (48). In the many selection experiments performed on courtship and mating
behavior in Drosophila, correlated responses have also
been found for open field behavior (analogous to the test
for emotionality in rodents) (49, 50), general locomotor
activity (51), and increased sensitivity to disturbance (49).
An example with more cognitive phenotypes comes from
experimental selection for an increase in sensitization
(“central excitatory state”) in the blowfly Phormia regina.
These flies showed correlated responses in both associative conditioning (52) and in food search behavior (53).
The pleiotropic effects of individual genes can be most
powerfully demonstrated by the study of individual mutants where a diversity of phenotypic effects has been
shown to be the rule rather than the exception (43, 44). We
list several examples in Table 1, exploring two additional
cases here in a bit more detail. A locus in the nematode C.
elegans encoding a protein similar to the vertebrate neuropeptide-Y receptor originally identified through effect
on feeding behavior (54, 55) was subsequently found to
display hyperactivity on food, burrowing into agar, accumulation on the border of a bacterial lawn, and greater resistance to ethanol (56). The dunce gene in Drosophila
epitomizes pleiotropy. First identified in a screen for flies
defective in learning, as assayed by olfactory avoidance
conditioning (57), and subsequently shown to encode one
of several forms of cAMP-phosphodiesterase (58), the
dunce phenotype was initially thought to be “clean,” having an impact solely on learning. However, further examination showed effects on female fertility, biological
rhythms (59), female mating receptivity (60), abnormal
embyronic development (61), decreased longevity (60),
and defects in synaptic transmission (62).
In summary, evidence from breeding studies, selection
experiments, and single gene mutants all suggest that
genes that alter behavior in simpler organisms frequently
influence a variety of often quite disparate behaviors.

Gene-Environment Interactions
Psychiatric Genetics in Humans
Commonsense etiologic models in psychiatry assume
that genetic and environmental risk factors add together
to produce disease liability. However, classical genetics
and biomedicine provide many examples where genetic
effects are modified by environmental exposure, thereby
Am J Psychiatry 163:10, October 2006
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TABLE 1. Pleiotropy of Behavioral Mutants in Drosophila
Mutant
Dunce

Initial Specific Phenotype
Associative conditioning

Gene Product
cAMP phosphodiesterase

Cacophony
Latheo

Male courtship song
Associative conditioning

Calcium channel
ORC (origin of replication) homolog

Optomotor-blind

Optomotor response,
development of motion
detecting neurons
Nerve conduction

T-box transcription factor

No-action-potential

No-receptor-potential-A Photoreceptor potential

RNA-helicase homolog
PI-phospholipase C

producing “gene-environment interaction.” Twin and
adoption studies have produced evidence for such interactions for major depression with exposure to stressful life
events (63, 64), and schizophrenia, conduct disorder, and
aggression with exposure to a dysfunctional rearing environment (65, 66). Genotype-environment interactions
have also been shown in twin studies for a range of psychiatrically relevant traits including aggression, disinhibition,
and smoking (3). In many of these studies, heritability of
traits increases in more permissive environments. Caspi
and colleagues have found evidence for interactions between environmental factors and polymorphisms in the
association of monamine oxidase with risk for antisocial
behavior (67) and the association of serotonin transporter
with risk for depression (68).

Behavior in Simpler Organisms
Clear examples of genotype-environment interaction
have emerged in studies of the genetics of behavior in simpler organisms. In contrast to the foregoing examples,
many of these have come from work in behavioral ecology
on various species studied initially in the field and then
brought into the laboratory.
For example, a range of hybrid strains of the paradise
fish Macropodus opercularis were exposed to four environments that differed in their level of novelty and threat,
which provided an ethologically valid test of “anxiety.” Significant gene-by-environment interactions were observed, with the ordering of the strains (from most to least
“anxious”) varying widely across the different environments (69).
In a similar test in mice, Wahlsten et al. (70) systematically examined eight different strains on five behavioral
tests in three laboratories. Of these tests, three produced
robust evidence for genotype-environment interaction—
meaning that the genetic differences between strains varied as a function of the laboratory in which the tests were
performed. In the detailed study of genetically heterogeneous mice noted above, Valdar et al. (70a) examined interactions on the behaviors examined between background genetic liability and 10 environmental covariates.
Six percent of the interactions tested (10 in total) met rigorous criteria for statistical significance.
Am J Psychiatry 163:10, October 2006

Ultimate Extent of Pleiotropy
Embryonic patterning; female fertility;
biological rhythms; longevity
Visual acuity; convulsions
Imaginal disc formation; cell proliferation
in CNS
General optic lobe development; wing,
leg, and abdominal patterning
Male viability; regulation of X-linked
genes
Circadian rhythms; olfaction

Two sets of rodent studies of genotype-environment interaction have particularly close analogies with human
studies (63, 66). Investigations with both Y-chromosomal
variants and the oxytocin gene show that their phenotypic
effect on aggressive behavior in mice was substantially
modified by the maternal environment (31). The effects of
the social stress of crowding and frequent cage reassignment on both aggression and hypertension varied dramatically between different rat strains (71).
Henderson (72) studied the heritability of a complex
motor food-seeking task for mice raised in standard or enriched laboratory cages. Heritability was much higher in
the enriched (40%) than standard conditions (10%), perhaps because the enriched environment was more “permissive,” i.e., permitting mice with high innate skills to
practice the needed complex motor behaviors.
As has been seen in a more limited range of conditions in
human studies of psychiatric disorders, the examination of
behavior in simpler organisms suggests that genetic effects
can frequently be modified by environmental exposure.

Genetic Effects on the Environment
Psychiatric Genetics in Humans
In the traditional view of gene action, genetic expression
takes place entirely in a physiological “internal milieu,” or
“inside the skin.” The environment, by contrast, exists
outside the skin with the causal relationship between organism and environment flowing only from environment
to organism. When considering behavior, however, a revised view of gene action is indicated. Through an influence on behavior, genes can also have an impact on the
external milieu. In humans, this effect is seen in the social
environment from which emerge a number of risk factors
for psychiatric and substance use disorders. Studies in
twin populations have now suggested that genetic factors,
through “outside the skin” pathways, influence exposure
to a range of environmental risk factors, including stressful life events (73–75), low levels of social support and
marital quality (76, 77), both the elicitation and provision
of poor parenting (78–80), and deviant peer groups in adolescence (81). For psychiatric and substance use disorders, one pathway from gene to illness involves self-selecajp.psychiatryonline.org
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tion into high-risk environments that then feed back to
increase risk of illness.

Behavior in Simpler Organisms
In what is called “niche construction,” animals modify
their physical environment through building burrows,
webs, and dams and constructing nursery environments
for their offspring (82). While there are well demonstrated
strain and species differences in such behaviors, few have
been analyzed genetically. In addition to the physical environment, in social animals, an organism’s genes can,
through behavior, also have an impact on key aspects of
the social environment such as parent-offspring, mate
and adult-peer relations.
Lynch (83) performed a selection study for nest construction in female mice and achieved nearly a 10-fold divergence in behavior after 15 generations, with a realized
heritability of 28%. Maestripieri et al. (84) found that infant abuse “ran in families” in pigtail macaques but could
not discriminate genetic from familial-environmental
transmission. In rodents, genetic effects are seen with
both the provision and elicitation of parental care. Hurnik
et al. (85) performed a selection experiment for the speed
of maternal retrieval behavior in two inbred mouse
strains. Over only five generations, substantial divergence
was seen in the groups selected for slow and fast retrieval,
respectively. Eisen et al. (86) conducted a selection experiment for 12-day litter weight and concluded that 11% of
the variance in this trait was due to genes in the mother
which, via quality of care and feeding, influenced weight
gain in her offspring. Roubertoux et al. (87) studied genetic influences on vocalizations in newborn mice, a primary method by which newborns communicate distress
to their mother. Substantial differences in a range of vocalizations were found among seven inbred strains. Single
gene effects have also been seen on maternal behavior.
For example, female mice homozygous or heterozygous
for knockout of their prolactin receptor exhibit relatively
specific impairment in maternal behavior (88).
The effect of individual genes on affiliative behavior has
been studied in two species of voles. The prairie vole Microtus ochrogaster is monogamous, biparental, and highly
social. By contrast, the montane vole Microtus montanus
is promiscuous, maternal, and minimally social (89). The
hormones oxytocin and vasopressin exert complementary
effects on these behaviors in the prairie vole, as they appear to do in rats and mice. Moreover, the anatomical distribution of oxytocin and vasopressin receptors in the
brain differs markedly between the two vole species (90).
Vasopressin administration stimulates affiliative behavior in prairie voles but neither in montane voles nor in
mice. When a prairie vole vasopressin receptor gene (V1a)
was transferred into mice, thereby creating an anatomical
distribution similar to that of the prairie vole, the mice began to exhibit affiliative behavior in response to vasopressin. This result argues that changing the pattern of V1a
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distribution is sufficient to alter this social behavior. This
interpretation is further supported by the fact that the V1a
receptor genes are virtually identical between the two vole
species that differ in affiliative behavior, except for the
presence in prairie voles of a small segment in the region
of the gene that is likely to regulate its expression. The
presence of this DNA segment correlates well with behavioral and anatomical features of two other species, the
pine vole Microtus pinetorum, which is like the prairie vole
behaviorally as well as in its anatomical and molecular
characteristics of V 1a , and the meadow vole Mictotus
pennsylvanicus, which is like the montane vole in all of
these respects. Thus, it appears that subtle changes in the
expression pattern of the vasopressin receptor V1a may account for these substantial differences in social behavior
in these rodent species.
This interesting case is an exception to our earlier assertion that natural genetic variants tend to have modest effects on a phenotype and tend to act in concert with many
other genes. The large preponderance of studied examples
is consistent with our earlier statement but, as in all things
biological, there are exceptions. Two other examples of
large single gene effects on complex behavior are the neuropeptide-Y-receptor-like gene in the nematode C. elegans
and the cGMP-dependent protein kinase gene in Drosophila, both of which affect foraging behavior (54, 91).
Aggression is another important social behavior that
has been shown, in simpler organisms, to be influenced by
genetic factors. Enhanced aggression has been achieved
through selection experiments in Drosophila (92) and
mice (18). Finally, variation in a gene influencing eye color
in Drosophila influences preference of flies for different
microenvironments differing in ambient light conditions
(93). This study shows how genetic variation can have an
impact on the active selection of environments.
In summary, given prior strong evidence for genetic influences on a wide range of behavior, it is not surprising
that increasing evidence in both human and nonhuman
animal populations suggests that genes also influence an
organism’s social and physical environment. With respect
to behavior, gene action does not stop at the physiologic
boundary of the organism, the skin.

Gene-by-Sex Interactions
Psychiatric Genetics in Humans
Twin studies have suggested that the aggregate genetic
risk factors for major depression (94), some forms of phobias (95), and alcoholism (96) are not entirely the same in
males and females. Of two genome scan linkage studies
for major depression, one presented evidence for a malespecific locus (97) while a second revealed several loci specific in their effect on women (98). A genome scan for the
personality trait of neuroticism—closely related genetically to risk for major depression (99)—revealed three loci
Am J Psychiatry 163:10, October 2006
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on chromosomes 1q, 12q, and 13q that appeared to be female specific (100).

Behavior in Simpler Organisms
Since sexual differences start out developmentally as
differences in gene expression in the sex determination
pathway, it is not surprising that many genetic influences
on behavior also have differential effects on females and
males. Initially, in selection experiments on behavioral
traits, sex-specific results were obtained. One sex was
found to respond more to selection than the other, and in
some cases that differential response was true at one phenotypic extreme and not the other. This is illustrated in
two different experiments, one in Drosophila selecting for
differential geotaxis response (101), and one in the blow
fly Phormia selecting for the conditioned response to a sucrose stimulus (102). When such selected strains are bred
to produce various classes of progeny, sex-by-gene interactions can often be seen at the aggregate gene level, as
seen in a Drosophila study of response to an unconditioned stimulus (103).
Sex-specific behavioral responses have been shown, in
several instances, to reflect underlying differences in gene
expression. This is merely a more restricted aspect of the
emerging data from whole-genome expression analysis,
which has shown that 50%–60% of all genes are differentially expressed between the sexes (104, 105). In one study,
sex was shown to have the strongest single effect on the
variance in gene expression (106). Whereas many of these
are genes directly involved in sex determination and sexspecific development and show an all-or-none difference,
many more are not. Fruit flies also show sexually dimorphic responses to cocaine (107, 108), and this is reflected
in a differential sensitivity to the induction of stereotypical
locomotor behavior.
Such sex-specific effects are by no means confined to
the fruit fly. For example, studies have shown sex-specific
QTLs for several different alcohol-related traits in mice including preference (109), duration of loss of righting reflex
(110), and severity of withdrawal (111). Other studies in
the mouse have shown sex-specific effects on basal gene
expression in brain (112, 113) as well as in response to caffeine administration (114).
In summary, evidence on psychiatric and substance use
disorders in human populations and a range of behavioral
phenotypes in simpler animals suggest that modification of
genetic effects by sex is probably a common phenomenon.

Gene-Gene Interactions
Psychiatric Genetics in Humans
We now turn to two areas where clear findings in psychiatric genetics have yet to emerge. The first of these, termed
gene-gene interaction or “epistasis,” occurs when two alleles at different genetic loci interact in a nonadditive fashion on a phenotype (115). While widely suspected to be
Am J Psychiatry 163:10, October 2006

important in psychiatric genetics, gene-by-gene interactions have been little studied. In part this is because the
standard “work horses” of genetic epidemiology—twin
and adoption studies—are very weak at detecting such effects (116).
While methods have been developed for linkage studies
to detect gene-gene interactions (117), they have not been
widely validated, may have quite low power, and have
been applied only rarely to human behavioral traits (118).
Theoretically, association studies provide substantially
greater power to detect such interactions. However, all the
difficulties with association studies of the main effect of
genes (e.g., low a priori probabilities, multiple testing, liberal alpha values, and false positive rates [119, 120]) are
further exacerbated in studying interactions. A number of
association studies have reported interactions, but we are
unaware of any that have been widely replicated or supported by meta-analyses. Applying statistical models to
risk of illness in various classes of relatives, Risch suggests
that gene-by-gene interactions are important in the etiology of schizophrenia (121).

Behavior in Simpler Organisms
In contrast to human studies, robust methods are available in simpler organisms to detect gene-gene interactions. One powerful approach is to observe the effects of
induced mutations that influence behavior in different
laboratory strains. These strains provide varying “genetic
backgrounds” that could modify the effects of the mutated gene.
Mouse geneticists have long noted the sensitivity of mutations to genetic background (122). In one striking example, a mutation in the serotonin transporter (5-HTT)
showed dramatically different effects when placed in two
different strains. In B6 mice, the 5-HTT mutation produced increased anxiety-like behavior and reduced exploratory locomotion. However, the same mutation in
129S6 mice produced no change in either measure (123).
(Of note, the 5-HTT mutation in the 129S6 strain was
shown to produce expected changes in serotonin receptor
binding and function, thus proving that the mutation was
“active” but its behavioral effect was “suppressed” by the
genetic background of 129S6 mice.) Similarly, a knockout
of the nitric oxide synthase 1 (NOS1) enzyme increased attack behavior in one mouse strain (C57BL/6By) but not in
a related substrain (C57BL/6J) (31). The effect of NOS1 inactivation on agonistic behavior must depend critically on
one or more of the rather small number of genes that distinguish the two mouse substrains.
Epistasis can also be examined using a defined set of
mutant genes. Such an approach was illustrated for odorguided behavior in Drosophila. Fourteen distinct smellimpaired mutant lines were isolated (124). Interactions
among the 14 genes were assessed by constructing pairwise combinations of the mutants and testing them for
their olfactory responsiveness. The majority of pairwise
ajp.psychiatryonline.org
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combinations showed gene-gene interactions in which
the combination of the two mutations produced a greater
phenotypic effect than would have been predicted from
the average effect of each mutation on its own (125).
The molecular basis of gene-gene interactions is illustrated in the following example. Beginning with the cAMP
phosphodiesterase gene dunce, introduced here as having
pleitropic effects on both learning and egg-laying, mutations were screened to find one that would suppress the
effects of dunce. One was found in the gene encoding the
synthetic enzyme for cAMP: adenyl cyclase (61), which
was already known as the learning mutant rutabaga (126,
127). One mutant gene could mask the effect of the other,
apparently due to a restoration of a balance between the
level of cAMP synthesis and degradation when mutations
impaired the function of both enzymes.
In conclusion, the impact of gene-gene interactions on
behavior is much more easily studied in simpler organisms than in humans. The available evidence suggests that
such interactions certainly occur and may be relatively
common. Available human data, however, indirectly suggest that for psychiatric disorders, genetic effects will not
be limited to only gene-gene interactions. This inference is
based on the following line of thought: Every time an egg
or sperm is made, specific set of genes that might be interacting on a trait will commonly be broken up by recombination. If most genetic effects were mediated by such
gene-gene interactions, resemblance in relatives for psychiatric disorders would be restricted to monozygotic
twins who share all their genes in common. However, all
well studied psychiatric disorders robustly “run in families.” This pattern of findings suggests that at least a reasonable proportion of genetic effects are what statistical
geneticists call “additive,” which means that genes have
reliable average effects that are not highly dependent on
the presence or absence of other genes.

What Sits Under Linkage Peaks
Psychiatric Genetics in Humans
For complex human syndromes like psychiatric disorders, linkage “peaks” are large, often spanning tens of millions of base pairs and hundreds of possible genes (128).
The last several years have seen some initial success—most
notably in schizophrenia—in what has been called “fine
mapping”: using different techniques to localize a specific
susceptibility gene under the linkage peak (40, 129). However, this task has proven more difficult than might have
been initially thought. Furthermore, some of the genes
found may not account for the entire linkage signal.

Behavior in Simpler Organisms
Further progress has been made, in simpler organisms,
in the fine mapping of QTL peaks (analogous to linkage
peaks in human research). In many cases, on closer examination, a single QTL fractionates into multiple tightly
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linked QTLs. In a recent review, Mackay (130) notes QTL
studies with just this result for the Drosophila traits of
“starvation resistance,” “olfactory behavior,” and longevity. In one study, two QTLs influencing longevity resolved,
on fine mapping, into eight distinct peaks. Yalcin et al.
(131) have fine mapped in the mouse a QTL shown to influence anxiety-related behaviors and found that it too
“broke apart” into three discrete peaks. If true, these results have two implications. First, prior QTL and linkage
studies may have substantially underestimated the number of loci that have an impact on behavioral phenotypes.
Second, the task of fine mapping traits in humans under
linkage peaks, where we have fewer and less powerful
methods than in lower animals, may be even more difficult than we have previously estimated.

Conclusions
In the spirit of Darwin’s “Descent of Man,” we set ourselves the task in this essay of trying to determine the level
of continuity in the broad patterns of the genetic influences on behavior from “simpler organisms” to humans.
We framed for ourselves the question of the degree of similarity in general outline of results obtained in psychiatric
genetics and in the behavior genetics research in simpler
organisms. On the basis of this review, our response to this
question would be “Quite similar.” An analogous answer
would have been obtained had we examined complex
nonbehavioral traits such as blood pressure or immune
function. Throughout the animal kingdom, individual differences in behavior are, almost without exception, influenced by genetic factors. Most commonly, these genetic
effects are of moderate rather than overwhelming importance and sometimes genetic influences are quite modest
in magnitude. Across a wide variety of species, including
humans, the genetic influences on behavior are typically
the result of a moderate to large number of individual
genes each of which, on its own, has a rather small effect
on the behavior. In both humans and simpler organisms,
the interrelationship between genes and the environment
in their impact on behavior is, at least for a number of
traits, likely to be complex. Gene-environment interaction, while still much underresearched, may be widespread in its effects. It is equally likely that genes, through
“outside the skin pathways” play critical roles in influencing important aspects of the social environment to which
the organism is exposed. For a number of behaviors across
most organisms, the pathway from genes to behavior may
differ meaningfully in males and females.
Studies in simpler organisms suggest that gene-gene interactions may play an important etiologic role for many
behavioral traits. Whether this also holds for genetically
influenced traits in humans remains an open question; it
seems a reasonable expectation, given all of the other similarities between genetics of behavior in humans and
model organisms, but the data are lacking. Studies in
Am J Psychiatry 163:10, October 2006
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Drosophila and mice suggest that our prior assumption
that linkage or QTL peaks are the result of a single susceptibility gene is likely to be incorrect for a substantial number of such peaks.
Given that Darwin was correct when he argued over 130
years ago that “man is the modified descendent of some
preexisting form” (1), our results are not surprising. They
should, however, further encourage dialogue and collaboration between those trying to understand the genetic basis of psychiatric disorders and those studying the genetic
influences on behavior in “simpler” organisms.
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